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•General properties

Lifespan 50.000 hour

Colour temperature 4.000 k

luminous flux 24v/42v/48v/110v: 3030 lumen 
115v /230v :3533 lumen

Beam angle 125°

•electrical properties

power 30 watt

voltage 24v AC/42v AC/48v AC /110v dC
115v AC/230v AC

plug cee/schuko

working environment -30ºC/50ºC

power Factor > 0.99

CRI_Ra 86

Frequency 50Hz/60Hz

• product inFormation

article no. 24 Volt ac 10102430

article no. 42 Volt ac 10104230

article no. 48 Volt ac 10104830

article no. 110 Volt dc 101011030

article no. 115 Volt ac 101011530

article no. 230 Volt ac 101023030

product name led tube fixture cardol

protection rate ip44

weight 3 Kg

article no.  magnet clamp 68286mag

magnet force 140 n

protective milky film 990000175

•dimensions

diameter 110 mm

Length 700 mm

led tube fixture cardol

24v 
10102430

42v 
10104230

48v 
10104830

230v 101023030

maxibel led tube fixture cardol is designed for use in environments where a 
high quality is a standard, such as shipyards, industries and construction sites. 
during development process input of our users is incorporated in the design. We 
can therefore guarantee high operational reliability.maxibel led tube fixture 
cardol is tested by various european institutes and laboratories with excellent 
results.to mount the fixture there are several options available such as, a mag-
net clamp or a hanger.the maxibel led tube fixture cardol provides a prefect 
lighting in the workplace. to protect the polycarbonate tube against damage 
and contamination there is a protective milky film available to let the light look 
more inderect or a protective translucent film. this protective film is easy an 
quick to install without the use of any tools .it is possible to produce the end 
caps in your business-, or any other color.

500 mm

115v 101011530
110v 101011030
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